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VIEW FROM THE TOP

There’s

ALWAYS a
BETTER WAY
Ronnie Leten, Atlas Copco’s President and CEO, has
a clear set of priorities for the sustainable development
of the Group: presence in growth markets, innovation,
service and operational excellence. In an interview
with Achieve magazine, he digs deeper into two of
these priorities.
TEXT DANIEL FRYKHOLM PHOTO STEWEN QUIGLEY

Which priorities will make the most difference
for customers?

I want us to really work hard when it comes to service and
innovation. The service side is a key for us to support the
success and sustainability of our customers. Looking at innovation, it’s of course an important topic for all of Atlas Copco.
Especially with products, it’s how we can add more value
for customers. These are two areas where we have to excel
to remain the market leader in our ﬁeld.

tomer and being more deeply involved in the quality of their
production by doing calibrations and having service technicians
based on-site. Our mining service organization is already very
close to customers, so we try to develop the training for operators by using more drilling simulators. Of course we also provide
ideas for efﬁciency and up-time. Construction Technique has the
“youngest” service organization, and there the improvements lie
in developing strong logistics capabilities, helping the customer
to have their equipment 100% available.

How has Atlas Copco improved its service to
customers in the past year?

What are the challenges in building up global
service organizations?

The big step forward is that we created dedicated service
divisions for all our business areas. This will really sharpen
the focus on service in the company and make the organization
more customer focused. I believe it will make a real difference
in the long run. Some of our best people are now working
in service. Their mission is to create a top-performing
service organization.

What about the short term? Can you give
some examples?

Let's look at our businesses one by one: In Compressor Technique we are introducing more real-time connectivity, remote
monitoring of installations and high-value-added service. In
Industrial Technique it’s integration, coming closer to the cus4

It’s a real challenge to hire and train service engineers
as quickly as this business grows. We put a lot of resources
toward competence development for our engineers in the
ﬁeld, because they are the people who meet our customers
daily. We have to pay a lot of attention to their personal and
technical development.

Why should customers pick Atlas Copco Service
instead of doing repairs themselves?

We have product and application knowledge that will
really reduce the life-cycle cost for the customer. With the
present technological developments it is difﬁcult for our
customers to have all the latest service knowledge in-house.
With the extensive training we provide to our service
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“We have to be open to
bringing in new ideas from
outside and really leverage
the innovation capabilities
of our business partners.”
Ronnie Leten, President and CEO of Atlas Copco

tion at current levels and reuse or recycle all of our waste. This
will take a lot of innovation, both in our own product development and in our processes. With the availability of so much
technical information today, not only in our business, innovations happen more quickly.

How can you drive innovation in your organization?

engineers, they have the ability to make sure that the installation runs as new after a service interval. This is a big cost
saving for our customers.

How does innovation come into service?

In one sense service is like any other product, and we need
to be innovative to develop it. Take, for instance, the connected compressors, where we can immediately anticipate when
there is a potential problem. The interaction between connectivity and the design of the machine allows us to provide higher installation up-time for our customers. Above all, service
and innovation both depend on one resource: people. Where
would we be if our professional service engineers didn’t have
the innovative ability to solve the problems they are faced
with? How can we launch new and improved products if we
don’t attract the most creative people to develop them?

Is innovation more important today for
Atlas Copco than it used to be?

Innovation, commitment and interaction have been Atlas
Copco’s three core values for many years. Innovation is our first
value. We have to think in new patterns regarding our own processes, our production and the development of our products. We
have set some very ambitious targets, such as reducing our own
and our customers’ energy consumption by 20% by the year
2020. And while we grow, we want to keep our water consump-

We have a good Atlas Copco culture and we always say,
“There is always a better way.” This is really at the heart of
how we run our business, and it means we are constantly open
to challenging the status quo. It’s also a leadership issue, beginning with myself and my colleagues. We need to lead by
example. We also have to be open to bringing in new ideas
from the outside and really leverage the innovation capability
of our business partners. We should all constantly ask ourselves: What have I done today that was innovative for
our customers or for our company?

You often talk about innovation with partners
and open innovation. Why is this important?

The basis for our strategy is that we focus on our core competence and work with good long-term partners. They are experts in their fields, so why not use that to our advantage also
when it comes to innovation? We also work with universities
and other experts to ensure we remain at the cutting edge of
technology. Take for instance our new system EDGE, which
uses sophisticated sensors to monitor the progress of deep
drilling. This is a product that adds great value for the customer and was developed together with one of our partners.

What’s more important in your opinion: small
improvements or the big-step developments in
technology?

Thinking about innovation I always come back to an image
in Atlas Copco’s internal strategy book, showing a turtle moving slowly but steadily ahead up a hill, next to a hare that takes
a big leap. The turtle, symbolizing continuous improvement,
is what we should be focused on every day. This will also help
us achieve the full potential of more dramatic innovations and
take the next leap forward. There is for sure always a better
way; that is what we should all work toward.
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INNOVATION

LOWERING ENERGY NEEDS
From oil-free piston compressors to highspeed drive turbo compressors, advances
in technology over the years have helped
reduce compressor energy use while
increasing effectiveness. Follow the
timeline below of different compressor
types and their energy footprint.

OIL-FREE ROTARY
SCREW COMPRESSOR
Lower in maintenance costs,
these were more efﬁcient
in a typical manufacturing
process compared
with piston versions.

OIL-FREE PISTON
COMPRESSOR
State-of-the-art at the time,
these were large machines
focused more on reliability
than energy efﬁciency.

Business built on

INNOVATION

DESICCANT
DRUM DRYER
These dryers recuperate
compression heat to dry the
desiccant which removes
moisture from the
compressed air.

Today’s compressors only need 11% of the energy required back in 1904.
This is one example of how continuous innovation keeps the company at
the forefront of sustainable productivity. TEXT ÅKE R. MALM ILLUSTRATION ROBERT HAGSTRÖM

“WE ARE CONTINUOUSLY developing and improving
our products, but every now and then we come to a point
at which we can take the technology a big step forward,”
says Conrad Latham, Vice President Marketing in Atlas
Copco’s oil-free air division.
He points to the example of oil-free air compressors as
representative of how Atlas Copco has prioritized innovation, improving efﬁciency for its customers.
Oil-free air compressors are crucial for industries
whose products must not be contaminated from oil in the
compressed air in any way, such as pharmaceutical and
food production. Since Atlas Copco introduced its ﬁrst
oil-free piston compressor in 1904, the major development
steps include oil-free screw compressors, heat of compression air dryers, variable speed drive and high-speed turbo
compressors. The latter were presented in 2011 together
with an energy recovery system that can recuperate a sub-

1904
6

stantial amount of the input electrical energy as hot water.
“It’s a continuous drive for efﬁciency,” Latham says.
“We’re always looking for new ways to get more air out of
the same amount of energy that you put into a compressor.”
Compressed air typically represents around 10% of
the total energy cost in the manufacturing industry. This
means that increased energy efﬁciency is an important
driver for new compressor technology. The amount of
energy you need to compress a certain amount of air today
is just 11% of what it took in 1904. And the development
continues.
“Customers don’t use air from just one machine, so
what we’re looking at now is to offer the most efﬁcient
compressor room,” says Latham. “It’s very much about
understanding the customers’ processes and being able to
suggest the best combination of compression technologies
and control system.”

1952

1
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FROM IDEA TO CUSTOMER BENEFIT
Atlas Copco Compressor Technique uses a special
“innovation process” for the development of new
products and services. It begins with an Idea-toConcept process that includes an analysis of the
economic and technical implications. Ideas that are
deemed to be within reach are then handed over to
the respective divisions.
“The trick is to find a balance between the evolution in the market and the evolution of new technology,” says Luc De Beul, head of development in the
Oil-free Air division.
De Beul is responsible for the Concept-to-Product
process that brings new products and services to
the market. This stage-gate process includes several
stages: feasibility study, functional prototype phase,
production prototype phase, pilot batch and field
follow-up. Each of them ends with a “gate” where
the projects are reviewed with regard to the business
plan and a decision to stop or go ahead is taken.
“The goal is to ensure that we always end up with
a serial product of high quality and the best value for
the customers that it is intended for,” says De Beul,
noting that routines are
not enough to achieve
this. “Innovation is
not just a process, it’s
something that needs
to live within every
person in the organization and in everything
we do.”

TURBO COMPRESSOR
Turbo compressors work along
the same principles as a jet
engine. They are generally used
to produce large amounts of
air efﬁciently.

ELECTRONIC
CONTROLS
Controllers analyze
and steer compressor installations in order to
optimize performance
and productivity.

VARIABLE SPEED
DRIVE COMPRESSOR
Fitted with an intelligent
drive system, the compressor
continuously changes the speed
to match supply and demand
of air and avoid off-load
conditions.

1969

HIGH SPEED DRIVE
TURBO COMPRESSOR
This type of compressor
doesn’t need any gears
between the compression part
and the motor, reducing
energy losses.

ENERGY
RECOVERY SYSTEM
It recovers almost all the
electrical input energy as
hot water for use in production,
which in turn reduces the use
of oil and gas and lowers
emissions.

1994

1995

2002 2011

2012
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The fourth utility of

INDUSTRY
TEXT ATLAS COPCO PHOTOS ATLAS COPCO, GETTY IMAGES AND ISTOCKPHOTO

Compressed air is sometimes called industry’s fourth
utility after water, gas and electricity. It is everywhere: in textile manufacturing, food and beverage
production, the production of electronics, pharmaceuticals and in the automotive and paper and pulp
industries. It’s used for chemical processes, in the oil
and gas sector and in many other applications vital
to society and economy. When compressors function well, they work unobtrusively in the background.
When they work inefﬁciently or fail, they create
major losses in time and money.

Advanced technology and innovative compressedair solutions offer a huge potential for savings in electricity, and excess heat from compressors can be converted to heat water for showers or a variety of other
applications. The aim is to reduce customers’ energy
bills and carbon dioxide emissions. That’s a win-win
situation for everyone.
Below are a few of the many applications where
Atlas Copco compressors are used to raise productivity. These examples are all in Germany but could be
from anywhere in the world.

RELIABLE AIR SUPPLY FOR
SPACE EXPLORATION CENTER

PHOTO: GERMAN AEROSPACE CENTER (DLR)

While astronauts train in one part of the German
Aerospace Center (DLR) in Cologne, something
equally important is happening in the propulsion
technique area: testing of combustion chambers
under realistic pressure.
Depending on customer speciﬁcations, a combustion chamber test can require up to 140 000 m3
of air per hour.
To help ensure this vital air supply, DLR invested in two Atlas Copco two-stage air compressors
and a new six-stage turbocompressor.

8

SPECIAL BENEFITS
FOR GERMAN BREWERY

INNOVATIVE CONCEPT FOR
PROFITABLE PAPER PRODUCTION

The new 22 kW variable speed drive compressor for the bottling plant at SpessartBrauerei in Kreuzwertheim, Germany,
reduces the energy used for compressed air
production by 30%. It runs only when compressed air is required, which is half the time
compared with the old one. The new bottling
plant runs with higher pressure, and Atlas
Copco provided the Elektronikon regulator
for adapting the compressed air system.
The owner of the brewery got an added
personal advantage: Atlas Copco equipped
the air-cooled compressor with a watercooled aftercooler, and he uses the waste
heat from the compressor to warm up his
85 m3 pool.

At its Hagen site, Stora Enso produces almost half a million
metric tons of paper per year. Some 170 000 m3 of compressed air is generated every day to operate the paper machines. Five compressors supply the internal compressed air
system and cover the highly ﬂuctuating demand, which at
peak times can rise rapidly by up to 5 000 m3/h.
The Atlas Copco ES 130 T control system surveys
and steers all compressors on site. It also tests, stores
and analyzes data to ensure that the most suitable compressors are activated. As a result, Stora Enso’s energy consumption has decreased drastically. The optimized operation of their compressors does not only mean that energy
consumption, CO2 emissions and costs are signiﬁcantly cut,
but it also has a positive impact on the service life of
the compressors.
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GearinG up
for enerGy savinGs
The German gear expert IMS is a development
partner in the gear technology field. IMS also supplies important component assemblies in growing
areas, such as electromechanical steering systems
and parking brakes.
IMS has widely varying requirements for compressed air delivery. Compressors with fixed and
variable speeds are all connected to a central control
system that adapts the compressors to the required
flow of compressed air, thus saving energy.
photo: Stora EnSo
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INNOVATION

COME FLY
WITH ME
Airbus is producing a range of revolutionary long-range aircraft that
are lighter and substantially more fuel-efﬁcient than anything to come
before. To get these planes in the air, however, Airbus needs
revolutionary tools.
TEXT NANCY PICK PHOTO AIRBUS & ATLAS COPCO

10
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For traditional airplanes made
of aluminum, standard tools that run on
pneumatic power work just fine. But for
the new wide-body Airbus A350 XWB
– whose body and wings are made
primarily of lightweight carbon fiber –
Airbus needed something a little more
sophisticated: Tools that provide more
mobility, more accuracy and a specific
speed for every step of the construction
process.
To supply these innovative cordless
and wireless communication-capable
tools, Airbus chose Atlas Copco. Drawing on its sales teams across Europe,
Atlas Copco tailored a product line
specifically for the aerospace industry. Although these tools carry a higher
up-front cost than standard ones, Atlas
Copco convinced Airbus that they were
worth the investment: Their superior accuracy and advanced feedback capabilities actually reduce operating costs.
“The most important thing when selecting a tooling partner is
getting quality products that
can be relied upon,” says

www.atlascopco.com | 11
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“The most important
thing when selecting a
tooling partner is getting
quality products that
can be relied upon.”
Isabelle Michaud,
Category Manager at Airbus

ATLAS COPCO’S
TENSOR NUTRUNNER

Isabelle Michaud, Category Manager
at Airbus.
Moreover, these tools also use less
energy, helping to reduce Airbus’s carbon footprint.
“The new tools improve ergonomics,
safety and quality assurance, due to
the possibility of managing the speed of
rotation,” says Jany Roger, a development engineer for Airbus. “For the
operator, they’re very comfortable.”
The A350 marks the ﬁrst Airbus to be
built primarily (53%) from carbon ﬁber
reinforced plastic, a material that is both
remarkably light and very strong. With
the resulting weight reduction, along
with design advances, the A350 promises to use 25% less fuel than airliners
of similar size.
FOR THE COMPLEX assembly of the
A350, Atlas Copco’s nutrunners (tightening tools) are critical. Airbus built its
ﬁrst A350 test model not only in several
different sections – but in three different
countries. The wings were made in the
U.K., the front fuselage in France, and
the aft fuselage in Germany.
12

“Atlas Copco is a valuable strategic
supplier,” says Michaud. “It’s important
that Atlas Copco delivers the same solution worldwide as Airbus is striving to
be one harmonized global company, and
standardization of tools and processes is
the key objective for all plants.”
Early in 2012, Airbus began joining the complete wide-body aircraft
at its new French assembly line facility in Toulouse. This ﬁrst fuselage will
be used exclusively for on-the-ground
testing, which every new aircraft model
must undergo.
After the ﬂightless test model of the
A350 is completed in 2012, assembly
will begin on the ﬁrst A350 that will
soar into the skies.

Precision Tightening: The Tensor
ESB is programmable, allowing the
operator to tighten to a very specific
torque. It instantly alerts the operator
if a bolt has been over- or undertightened. Errors can be corrected
immediately, avoiding the expense
of reworking.
Cordless: Operators can work in
more comfortable positions, reducing fatigue. Also, the cordless tool
weighs less than cable-based models, helpful for above-the-head work
and covering the span of a 67-meterlong aircraft.
Wireless Communication: Paired
with a Power Focus controller,
the Tensor ESB uses Industrial
Radio Communication (based on
Bluetooth technology) for accurate
monitoring setup.
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INNOVATION

Growing competition is forcing international mining
companies to focus on training for equipment operators.
Recognizing the need to create an environment as close
to real-world conditions as possible, Atlas Copco has
created dedicated simulators for each type of mining
machine in its portfolio.
TEXT & PHOTO ATLAS COPCO

Virtual mining
PROSPECTIVE OPERATORS of
mining equipment start out in the classroom, where they learn the basics. Then
they move on to training with simulators, learning how to handle a real
machine to maximize efﬁciency, safety
and productivity.
Simulators increase productivity and
efﬁciency in a way that no other method
can achieve. Applicants can be tested to
see who will become ﬁrst-class operators.
In Russia, Atlas Copco has installed
simulators in several locations including a Boomer E2C at Norilsk, the home
of Norilsk Nickel, the nickel and palladium mining giant.
“In a simulator one need not be
afraid of making a mistake because it
will not result in a breakdown of equipment as often happens in operation,”
says Mats Strandberg, Atlas Copco’s
Parts and Service Department Manager for Russia. “This is a vital issue
for Norilsk Nickel. There must not be
any downtime due to equipment breakage and repair. In addition, now it
is possible to teach machine
operators how to reduce
emissions and fuel consumption.”
Another advantage of simulators for
customers is that it is
possible to reconstruct any mine proﬁle. “Norilsk Nickel
may now reconstruct

the Oktyabrsky mine proﬁle for those
who work there, or the Komsomolsky
mine proﬁle for the operators from that
mine, and so on,” Strandberg says. “It
really adds value to the whole production process.”
Atlas Copco simulators are also being
used in vocational guidance programs
for students. Each year Norilsk Nickel
helps around 6 000 high school students
choose their future professions.
“Atlas Copco has provided us with a

great opportunity to show underground
equipment to kids and even let them
work with it,” says Elena Tumanova,
Deputy General Director of Human
Resources at Norilsk Nickel’s Taimyrsky Mine. “The mining business is in
need of highly qualiﬁed specialists –
drill masters, operators, drift miners.
That is why vocational guidance is an
issue of high importance. These kids
may turn out to be our employees in
the future.”
In a simulator
operators can be
tested without
being afraid of
making mistakes.
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INFRASTRUCTURE

Today compressor technology saves
energy in wastewater treatment.
New innovations can be over
30% more efﬁcient than oldfashioned rotary lobe blowers.

LESS ENERGY
TO WASTE
TEXT ÅKE R MALM
PHOTOS ATLAS COPCO

ATLAS COPCO HAS DEVELOPED A RANGE of efﬁcient,
low-pressure oil-free blowers that can save energy in wastewater treatment plants. Based on screw technology with variable
speed direct-drive systems, they need 30% less energy on average than the older type of rotary lobe blowers.
“Lobe technology was invented back in 1854 and it is quite
simple, like a pump pushing air into a pipe with a back pressure,” says Ben Van Reybroeck, Product Manager Atlas
Copco’s Oil-free Air division, which in 2010 stopped supplying such compressors.
A blower is basically a compressor that delivers air at a
pressure below one bar. With screw technology the air is compressed according to other and more energy-efﬁcient principles than with the old rotary lobe type. In addition, a direct
drive system contributes to better efﬁciency since it doesn’t
have a transmission that can cause losses. Finally, a variable
speed control system makes sure that the supply of air always
matches the demand, so that no energy is wasted on compressing excess air.
BLOWERS IN WASTEWATER treatment are used to
feed air into large basins, providing oxygen for bacteria that
digest organic waste. This is then turned into particles that
settle on the bottom where they can be collected and removed from the water, which will then be cleaner.
As this is a continuous process that requires large
amounts of air, the energy used by the blowers in a typical
wastewater treatment plant accounts for more than 60% of
its electricity use. Consequently, blowers that can lower this
consumption by 30% will have a big effect on a plant’s overall costs.
Compared with the old-fashioned rotary lobe alternative,
14
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The oil-free compressors of today deliver
air at a pressure below
one bar and require no
lubrication to function.

COMPRESSOR TERMINOLOGY
Blower: A type of compressor
that delivers air at a pressure below
one bar. Modern ones are based on
screw or turbo technology with variable speed drive (VSD), often without
a gearbox.
Oil-free: Compressors that are oilfree don’t need oil for their lubrication.
This is necessary in industries where
the production processes must not be
contaminated in any way. The applications include wastewater treatment,
flue gas desulphurization, non-woven
textile production and pneumatic
conveying.
Screw compressor: Feeds the air
through a gradually shrinking space
between two parallel screws, which

gradually increases the pressure.
High efficiency.
Turbo compressor: A centrifugal
compressor that increases the air’s kinetic energy and turns it into increased
pressure. High efficiency.
Lobe compressor: An old technology that is equal in principle to a pump
feeding air into a pipe to create a pressure inside it. Low efficiency.
Variable speed drive: A control
system with a frequency converter that
adapts the compressor speed to the air
demand at the moment so that no energy is wasted on excess air.
Direct drive: A compressor that is
connected to the motor without any
gearbox and its inherent energy losses.

these more technically advanced compressors will have a
higher initial cost, but deﬁ nite long-term savings.
“I would say the capital investment will be higher, but
the lifecycle cost will be less,” says Van Reybroeck.
Energy for a blower used in a wastewater treatment plant
can represent up to 80% of the total cost over its service
life. While energy consumption is a key factor in blower
performance, there is another one that matters even more
to users. Not least for those whose business is to produce
clean water.
“They really want to be sure that the air is 100% oil-free
and that there is no risk for contamination problems,” Van
Reybroeck emphasizes.
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INNOVATION

The future
is now
Technological advances in virtual reality,
augmented reality and bionics are no longer
topics for movies and video games. Meet
the cybernetic operator of tomorrow.

Voice command

TEXT DAVID BENNETT ILLUSTRATION BJÖRN GEVERT

PRODUCTION in today’s manufacturing industries needs to be increasingly
ﬂexible. Highly automated processes
such as those used in the automotive
industry must even cope with product
variations and customization for individual vehicles on the same line. To stay
ahead, companies need more sophisticated tools and systems to give their
people the information they need when
they need it.
Anders Nelson and Johan Wallgren,
Program Managers in Atlas Copco
Tools’ R&D department, believe that
novel technologies will transform
production processes in manufacturing
industries.
“TECHNOLOGICAL advances in the
ﬁelds of bionics, virtual reality and augmented reality are taking place almost
daily,” says Nelson. In the future, both
men envision operators using superergonomic tools to perform their tasks,
with interactive electronic devices to
guide and support them through
processes. They see the industrial
environment where operators handled
monotonous tasks as an outdated way
16

of working.
“In the past the interface between
operator and tool was a push button,”
says Nelson. “In the future the tool will
probably be more of a bionic extension
of the operator with continuous data
storage.”
They describe the cybernetic operators of the not-so-distant future as
having advanced wireless headsets
equipped with earphones, microphones
and cameras that will augment human
senses and connect the overall plant production system. These future operators
will use voice commands and advanced
eye-tracking technology, and wear
screens the size of a smartphone on their
arms that will enable them to input and
receive data from the assembly tool. All
these smart accessories will be wirelessly
connected to the factory production
system in real time.
“Much of what we have described
is possible today,” Wallgren says. “We
already supply sophisticated factory networks and tool control systems for handheld and ﬁxtured assembly tools. We also
provide the Tool Location System – basically an indoor ‘GPS system.’”

Interactive electronic devices and
super-ergonomic tools will guide
and support operators in the future.

Atlas Copco’s Tool Location System
(TLS) is an innovative and reliable way
of ensuring tightenings are performed at
the right station and on the right product.
Products and tools are tagged so they
can be located using ultra wideband radio frequency technology. TLS delivers
accurate location of tools and products
with a resolution of 50 centimeters.
“The possibilities for exciting new
developments are endless,” says Nelson.
“We have the ideas – it’s simply a case
of deciding which ones to prioritize.
What comes next is limited only by
our own imagination.”
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Training
Center
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WHEN GUERRA SA, one of Brazil’s
largest manufacturers of road transportation products – such as trailers, vans and
carriers – identiﬁed the need for change
with its operational processes, the company decided to address the root of the
problem. In-depth training was clearly the
solution, but Guerra had no existing organizational structures in place to get the job
done. That’s why Guerra turned to longtime partner Atlas Copco for help. The result: a Professional Training Center designed to develop Guerra’s employees’
skill and knowledge and help them maximize their potential.
The center now offers training to
operators and maintenance technicians. They can also perform comparative tests using different equipment
and supplies such as drills, screws and
abrasives. They learn about reducing
operational costs and how to avoid timeconsuming tests in the assembly line.
“Besides helping us determine which
tools to use in our lab, Atlas Copco gave
us valuable improvement tips regarding
the right tools for our assembly line, and
also helped with the training and support
material,” says Paulo Ferreira of the
Guerra process engineering department.
“Now we make a speciﬁc plan for every
new employee. We look at the job and the
tools they’ll operate and then decide on
the necessary training.”

DID YOU KNOW?
Augmented reality: A live, direct
or indirect view of a physical, realworld environment whose elements
are augmented by computergenerated sensory input such as
sound, video, graphics or GPS data.
Bionics: The application of biological methods and systems found
in nature to the study and design of
engineering systems and modern
technology.
Cybernetics: The science of
communications and automatic

control systems in both machines
and biological entities.
Tool Location System (TLS):
A system using sensors to locate
assets, products or tools. Employing
wideband radio frequency technology, TLS delivers reliable asset
location with a resolution of 50 cm.
Virtual reality: A term that
applies to computer-simulated
environments that can simulate
physical presence in places in the
real as well as imaginary world.

Paulo Ferreira, Process Analyst at
Guerra, appreciates Atlas Copco’s
improvement tips and help with
training and support material.
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MEDICAL GAS

This state-of-the-art integrated operating room
center uses sophisticated
information systems to
teach and operate.

s technological
“We are a teaching hospital, and thi
t only to provide
advance gives us the opportunity no
pedagogy.”
quality health care, but to improve University Hospital
Murad Jivan, Global Director of
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Supply Chain Management, Aga

Khan
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Successful

OPERATION
Partnership and cooperation between BeaconMedæs and
Aga Khan University were essential for the implementation
of cutting-edge technology at a hospital in Pakistan, where
teaching is just as important as healthcare.
TEXT NANCY PICK PHOTOS ATLAS COPCO & GETTY IMAGES

IN APRIL 2012, a surgeon at Aga Khan
University Hospital in Karachi performed
keyhole surgery to remove a gallbladder.
Although the operation was routine,
one aspect was extraordinary: It marked
the ﬁrst procedure in the hospital’s new
“integrated operating room” with digital
capabilities, the ﬁrst such facility constructed in Pakistan.
“This state-of-the-art technology puts
us on a different plateau,” says Murad
Jivan, the university’s Global Director
of Supply Chain Management. The integrated operating room allows surgeons
to telecast procedures live, sharing their
expertise with colleagues across the region and with the university’s students.
Additionally, the new operating room
offers sophisticated information systems
to surgeons who have online access to
their patients’ medical records as well as
imagery such as X-rays and scans. The
operating room also features a central
control system and ergonomic design.
Along with the project came a golden
opportunity for Atlas Copco to secure a
contract in a ﬁercely competitive ﬁeld.
For 25 years, BeaconMedæs, a company within the Atlas Copco Group, has
supplied Aga Khan University Hospital with its medical gas equipment. The
trust developed from that relationship
paved the way for this new project.
This time, however, the situation
turned out to be more complicated. To
supply the integrated operating room’s

main systems, the hospital selected
Karl Storz, a German company that has
installed some 3 000 of these systems
all over the world. The hospital also
needed six “pendants”, the metal
frameworks that hold surgical instruments and medical equipment while
providing optical ﬁber communications.
More speciﬁcally, the order comprised
three pendants for anesthesia and three
for endoscopy/surgery.
Karl Storz, a leader in the ﬁeld, normally prefers to work with its own suppliers, who are also based in Germany.
But Aga Khan University Hospital
insisted on BeaconMedæs. “BeaconMedæs provided whatever we asked
for,” explains Hussain Ramzan Ali, the
hospital’s Senior Manager for Construction Projects. “That made a difference in
our selection.” The new systems required
signiﬁcant customization, and the company “was very ﬂexible about meeting all
of our requirements,” Ali says.
THE NEW OPERATING ROOM
requires specialized equipment to
supply oxygen and nitrogen, as well as
compressors to provide clean air in a
sterile environment.
“This was our ﬁrst installation,” says
Ali. “Down the road, we are looking
to convert all three of our new operating rooms into integrated ones, all ﬁtted
with outlets from BeaconMedæs.”
Moreover, this type of advanced

operating-room capability is poised for
implementation beyond Pakistan. Aga
Khan University Hospital in Karachi belongs to a network of afﬁliated hospitals
on three continents. Now, says Jivan,
“Doctors in Nairobi can watch what’s
going on in our surgery room in Karachi, and we can telecast to Kabul.”

BEACONMEDÆS
BeaconMedæs, a part of the
Atlas Copco Group since 2006,
is the world’s leading specialist
in the design, supply and installation of piped medical gas distribution systems. The company
proudly plays a vital role in hospitals on all five continents in sustaining patients when they are at
their most vulnerable.
The company operates through
local and regional distributors
in more than 40 countries and
through Atlas Copco customer
centers in 140 more.
Through more than 60 years,
as clinical practice has evolved,
BeaconMedæs has been at the
center of the interface between
the patient and the care giver,
meeting the need for the increasingly complex array of life support equipment that is at the
heart of the modern hospital.
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innovation

All under

control
Half a decade ago, atlas copco began
devising ways to make drill rigs more effective.
Efforts resulted in a system platform that is innovative,
fuel-efficient and award-winning.
text & photos atlas copco

It Is evIdent that Atlas copco’s
most substantial environmental impact
occurs during the use of its products.
It is thus extremely important for the
Group to incorporate innovative
environmental considerations into
new product designs.
It is against this backdrop that Atlas
copco’s Surface Drilling Equipment
division set out five years ago to find
ways to improve the energy efficiency
of its drill rigs, trim the number of
components, design the most-user
friendly cabin possible, lower the
customer’s total cost of ownership and,
of course, reduce the rigs’ impact on
the environment.
the result: the rig System Platform,
a uniform control system platform that
will become a part of all surface drill
rigs manufactured in Örebro, Sweden,
and ultimately for those produced in
china, Japan and India as well.
“the platform is a highly energyeffective control system for drill rigs,
with completely new electric, hydraulic
and compressor systems,” says Jimmy
Holler, rig System Design Manager.
“the new control system is optimized
20

to supply only the power needed to perform the work.”
the new rig System Platform has so
successfully accomplished the goals set
out for it that in June 2011, the Surface
Drilling Equipment division won the
Atlas copco Environmental Award. the
platform is currently testing exceptionally well in the field, too.
Field tests of the Smartroc t35/
t40 rigs with the new control system
in Sweden, norway, Germany, Poland
and turkey have shown a reduction in
fuel use of up to 45% compared with
similar equipment, while maintaining
or improving drilling performance. the
system also reduces engine load by 40–
50% on average, increasing the engine’s
lifetime. the lifetime of consumables
for the drill string has been extended by
up to 30%.
the next wave of rigs with the new
control system, Smartroc t45 and
t50, will also see fuel consumption
reduced by 35–45% compared with
earlier models. the goal is to put the
uniform control system platform into all
products in the coming years. A typical
Smartroc t35 application in Sweden can

also reduce fuel usage by 20 250 liters per
year. that amounts to an annual co2
reduction of 53 460 kilograms per rig.
the new hydraulIc system reduced the number of hydraulic hoses by
half and the number of fittings by more
than two-thirds. “By also introducing
soft-sealed fittings we have taken a big
step closer to a leakage-free rig,” Holler
says. “The field test has shown a more
or less leakage-free installation.”
the hydraulic oil return line was redesigned together with a new hydraulic
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Jimmy holler, Rig system Design manager (holding the environmental award diploma) and his team, along with anna Brandhorst-satzkorn, vice President integrated management system,
mining and Rock excavation technique (second from right), and
Kobus malan, former President, Rocktec division (far right).

tank that includes a cyclone that presses
the air bubbles out of the oil. This enabled reductions in both tank size and
the amount of oil needed in the hydraulic system. As a result, less oil could potentially spill in a major breakdown.
The same tank can be used on all surface drilling rigs, regardless of size. The
oil volume is reduced by more than 75%,
from 450 to 90 liters.
The hydraulic tank includes a unique
type of return and breather filter that
contains no steel and can be burned in a
way that is less harmful to the environment than previous tanks.

Benefits of the Rig system
PlatfoRm innovations
significant cuts in material costs
and assembly time
fuel consumption reduced by up
to 45%
engine speed at idling reduced
from 1 200 to 800 rpm, reducing rig
noise
Reduced engine load extends lifetime of engine
hydraulic hoses reduced by 50%
fittings reduced by 71%
Consumables’ lifetime extended
by up to 30%
new hydraulic tank technology

allows smaller tank that can be used
on all rigs, independent of type and
model
oil volume reduced by more than
75%
smaller oil tank means less oil
wasted in case of a spill
soft-seal fittings result in less
leakage
Potential Co 2 emissions reduction of 53 460 kg per rig annually
Commonality between different
rigs’ electrical systems increased to
around 90%.

the CaBin has a completely new operator environment. Atlas Copco has
also worked with an external partner to
define a generic Human Machine Interface to ensure that customers enjoy the
best possible operator environment for
a drill rig.
The average material cost for a rig
manufactured with this type of system
can be cut substantially. Additionally,
assembly time can be reduced by up
to 50 hours per rig, which helps secure
further cost reductions.
The commonality between the rigs
will affect other manufacturing costs
such as stocks, purchasing levels and
parts number administration. When
fully rolled out, the project will increase
the commonality between the different
rigs’ electrical systems to around 90%
and that of the hydraulic systems to
75%, delivering substantial benefits.
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Code of praCtiCe

TexT michael miller & atlas copco
PhoTos atlas copco
soURCe & iLLUsTRATion transparency international *
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4 - 4.9
3 - 3.9
2 - 2.9

HIGHLY
CORRUPT

1 - 1.9
0 - 0.9
No data

Refusing to engage in bribery
and corruption may not always
be the fastest way to get
business done, but it is always
the right way. Atlas Copco is
working to make zero
tolerance for corruption a
deeply embedded part of the
company culture.

Zero
tolerance
RANK
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*Reprinted from
Corruption Perceptions Index 2011
map. Copyright 2011. Transparency
International: the global coalition
against corruption. Used with permission. For more information, visit
www.transparency.org.

cOrruptiOn
perceptiOns index
each year, the non-governmental organization transparency international
surveys business people and analysts
on their perceptions of the level of
corruption in various countries around
the world. in 2011 the group ranked
183 countries on a scale from 0 (highly corrupt) to 10 (free from corruption), and published the results in the
VERY
9 - 10
2011 corruption
perceptions index.
CLEAN
8 - 8.9 is a list of the countries
the following
perceived
to be the least and most
7 - 7.9
corrupt, according to the survey:
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given country to give expensive gifts to customers, that was regarded as
OK,” he says. “Today this
is not OK. Local normal
business practices and culture
are no excuses for corruption.”
As a global citizen with valuable
brands, Atlas Copco recognizes the
need to work actively to make sure that
all employees understand and comply
with the principles of integrity in their
business dealings. The goal is to
have no instances of corruption within Atlas Copco’s
2.0
global operations.
2.0

129

Of all the financial irregularities that can hurt a company or society
at large, the one that causes the greatest
damage is corruption. This was the conclusion of a global survey by the profescountries today. Any breach of such
sional services firm PwC in conjunction
laws could lead to imprisonment for
with the London School of Economics.
anyone involved, or to heavy fines for
Companies that are associated with
the individuals engaged in corruption
corruption can find it hard to attract new
and the company as well. It could alfinancing and may lose customers to
so have a tremendous impact on
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code of practice

“Local normal business
practices and culture are no
excuses for corruption.”
håkan osvald, atlas copco’s seni
general counsel

or Vice President,

firm action will be taken on a case-bycase basis. Internal control procedures
are set up to minimize the risk of corruption and bribes, such as through segregation of duties. According to Group
policy, business gifts received and given
must be in accordance with local legislation and business practices.
Atlas Copco’s Business Code of Practice, available at www.atlascopco.com,
is based on the United Nations Global
Compact, the Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises issued by the Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development, the United Nations
International Bill of Human Rights and
the principles of the International Labor
Organization.
Establishing an ethical code was just
the first step. Making sure that everyone
is aware of it and adheres to it requires
major effort.
IndonesIa Is a case in point. “All
employees are aware of the risks associated with conducting business in Indonesia,” says Noel Avila, General Manager, PT Atlas Copco Indonesia. “Training
is the most important part of avoiding
these risks and conducting our day-today business according to the principles
and guidelines specified in our Business
Code of Practice.”
Indonesian management produced the
booklet in the local language, Bahasa.
But Avila says, “Translating the booklet
was not enough. More important is the
dedicated training to explain its content,
not leaving anything to assumption or
interpretation.”
In 2011, local management in Indonesia conducted training in the Code for
all employees – first for key managers
and team leaders, then for supervisors,
24

then sales and service people, and finally
everyone else.
“As we grow our business to serve
more customers, develop our distributors and cooperate with more suppliers, we believe the value of this training
is obvious,” Avila says. “This year we
have again arranged a specific Code
session for our ‘feet-on-the street’ employees to coincide with our annual
national sales and service conference.
This time the sessions will have an even
higher level of specificity discussing the
risks related to combating corruption in
Indonesia.”
Still, the training was just the beginning. “We don’t think that all our
employees and the rest of our local
stakeholders will easily be in tune to
what we stand for by simply conducting training sessions and an awareness campaign,” Avila says. “For us, an
equally important activity is how we
build channels to solicit broader participation from our employees and other
local stakeholders.”
When local management delivers
quotations to customers, it now presents them with the Code booklet as well.
“For us this is the simplest way to get
across a clear message to our customers
that we discourage bribery or any form
of unhealthy relationship,” Avila says.
“In doing so, we believe this can also
be a way for our potential customers to
clearly differentiate Atlas Copco from
other organizations.”
For suppliers, management started
making audit and inspection visits, and
for major purchases it implemented a
close bidding process in addition to the
general supplier evaluation and selection
process already in place.

To make sure that everyone understood the importance of the ethics
policy, the company held a ceremony in
which all employees signed a statement
promising to comply with the Code.
“We held the ceremony to get away
from a ‘just a formality’ perception
among employees and lend more significance to the event,” Avila says.
doIng busIness ethically is not
always the fastest way, and not necessarily the most successful in the short
run, but it is the right way. Osvald cites
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It’s not enough to read the
Business Code of Practice. Indepth training at Atlas Copco
locations is essential so that
every employee understands
and adheres to its contents.

The eThICAl helPlIne

the example of a company effort to buy
land to expand a plant in India. “It’s
almost impossible to get good land
there,” he says. “But now we finally
have the factory that we would have
had three or four years ago if we had
paid bribes.”
Was waiting the best strategy? Definitely, Osvald says. “We are rock solid
against bribery, and corruption cannot
occur.” If the company loses business
because of its principles, or if it takes
longer to get a deal done, that is an acceptable price of operating ethically.

Atlas Copco’s Group-level ethical helpline
is an important tool in the fight against
wrongdoing, including corruption. employees
and other stakeholders can use the helpline
to report behavior that appears contrary to
Atlas Copco’s Business Code of Practice.
The helpline process is used when a case
cannot be solved at the local level. The
Group’s legal Department is responsible for
investigating reports received through the
helpline, and it ensures that they are treated
confidentially. The person reporting the questionable activity is guaranteed anonymity.
In 2011, a total of 25 possible violations of
the Business Code of Practice were reported
to the Group’s legal counsel through the ethical helpline. The reported violations varied
from organizational changes and economic
issues to personal concerns. Of the 25 reported cases, 22 were substantiated and led to
actions such as an internal audit, a police investigation and disciplinary action. One case
was found to clearly involve fraud and led
to dismissal. Two cases are still under
investigation, including one regarding
alleged corruption.
“The helpline is an important tool in our
fight against corruption and other wrongdoing,” says håkan Osvald, Atlas Copco’s Senior
Vice President and General Counsel.
Osvald stresses that just as the person
who reports a suspected violation will remain anonymous, it is equally important to
protect the name of the person who is accused of wrongdoing. “As in court, no one
will be punished if not proven guilty,” he
says. “This is an overriding policy that may
lead to someone going free simply because
of the lack of proof. We only take action if
there is clear evidence of wrongdoing.”
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outlook

infrAsTrucTure
Around The World

The

backbone
of economy
Infrastructure investments and improved transport
links help increase trade and contribute to
economic development. countries and companies
around the world recognize the importance of and
demand for good infrastructure.

Worldwide, Atlas copco is
participating in a wide range of
infrastructure projects. in the
pages that follow, read about
how drill rigs in Argentina are
helping connect the Atlantic
and Pacific coasts. Another ongoing project will double the capacity of the busy Panama canal by 2014, and a high-speed
railway in Turkey will link the
major cities Ankara
and istanbul.
These projects are just a few
of the infrastructure upgrades
that will further all types of improvements, both economic
and societal.
PAnAmA cAnAl

ArgenTinA

TexT Cari SimmonS PhoTos atlaS CopCo & getty imageS

According To an estimate by the
organisation for economic cooperation and Development, a USD 53 trillion
(Sek 361 trillion) investment will be
needed to meet infrastructure demands
in the coming decades.
“If you look at the history of development we see that any type of investment
is useful for growth, but investment in
infrastructure is the most productive,
particularly in developing countries as
there are ever-increasing demands on
existing infrastructure,” says Pravakar
Sahoo, associate Professor, Institute of
economic Growth, Delhi University,
India, and author of the paper Infrastructure Development and Economic
Growth in China. “There is a positive

spillover across sectors. If there is huge
investment in the transport sector – for
example the road network – it not just
connects the country and increases
demand for iron, cement and other materials, but increases demand for very
labor-intensive investment. It creates a
lot of employment, and in the long run
infrastructure makes the whole economy competitive.”
any infrastructure investment will
have multiple impacts as it attracts
and encourages further investment, he
says, adding that, by contrast, a lack
of infrastructure makes a country less
competitive. For example, it costs one
dollar when china exports to the outside world, compared to two dollars to

structure
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export the same thing from India. This,
says Sahoo, is due to less developed infrastructure in India.
“The higher costs are due to how
many days it takes for shipments to
reach the ports from the factories or
mines – and time costs money,” Sahoo
says. “china spends 15% of their GDP
on infrastructure, whereas India spends
approximately 7% on social and physical infrastructure (roads, civil aviation,
water, electricity, etc). It is also important to remember that china’s GDP is
three times that of India’s GDP.”
many african countries face a similar
transport dilemma due to a lack of all
types of infrastructure. Transport costs in
africa are among the highest in the world.
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infrasTrucTure in
The developing world

“High transit costs caused by infrastructure problems make the continent’s exports less competitive on world
markets and its imports more expensive
for consumers,” says African Development Bank President Donald Kaberuka
in the United Nations’ magazine Africa
Renewal.
The publicaTion adds that the lack
of infrastructure is most severe in neglected rural areas, with the burden falling most heavily on women, who spend
hours just collecting wood for cooking
and heating. “Rural women walk an
average of six kilometers daily to rivers and springs because they lack piped
water and wells,” Kaberuka says. “They

cannot get harvests to market or take
sick children to the hospital because of
poor roads.”
One of the biggest obstacles hampering infrastructure development is
financing. “In India,” says Sahoo, “we
need USD 1 trillion (SEK 6.82 trillion)
for investments in infrastructure for the
12th five-year plan (2012-2017) and 50%
of it is expected to come from the private sector.”
Public-private partnerships are being
formed to offset the heavy costs for the
Indian government, but difficult clearances, lack of well-designed projects,
disputes among the various stakeholders, lack of infrastructure financing
options and difficulty in dealing with

without good infrastructure
in place, any society and its
economy ceases to function
properly. in a developing country
however, a lack of a strong infrastructure can be even more detrimental to its people. Typically
in these countries, low standards
of existing utilities, communications and transport infrastructures are often the prevailing
reason that they struggle to
get out of poverty.
infrastructure upgrades are
essential components for developing countries to become selfsufficient participants in the
global economy.

environmental issues complicate the
situation. Despite the challenges, Sahoo
points out that infrastructure investment
has increased worldwide in recent years
– in both developing and the developed
countries. “In a recession, money tends
to go into infrastructure to create productivity,” he says.
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The Panama Canal has served the
world well for the past century, but
today’s larger ships require a wider,
deeper passageway. An expansion
project now under way will double
the canal’s annual capacity.
TexT atlas copco PhoTos atlas copco & Nasa

PANAMA CANAL

between
the seas
A deeper path

PACIFIC oCeAN
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ATLANTIC OCEAN

4
WHEN THE PANAMA CANAL
was built a century ago, the massive
undertaking was ranked among such
manmade marvels as the pyramids of
Egypt, the aqueducts of Rome and the
Great Wall of China. Now the canal is
becoming even more impressive through
a project that will double its capacity.
Modern machinery, including an array
of Atlas Copco construction tools, is
making the monumental task possible.
More than 250 000 people from all
over the world ﬂocked to Panama to
work on the ﬁrst project, which began
in 1903 and was completed in 1914.
From the start, the canal yielded big
savings in time and energy, as ships
that once had to sail around the southern tip of South America could now
pass quickly between the Atlantic and
Paciﬁc oceans.
Today, however, some 37% of the

world’s container ships are too big
to pass through the canal. Those that
don’t ﬁt either have to go around South
America or off-load their cargo at one
end of the canal, sending it by train to
the other side.
A consortium of four companies is
working on what is called the Third Set
of Locks Project, which will double the
capacity of the canal by 2014. The consortium, called Grupo Unidos Por El Canal (GUPC), includes companies from
Spain, Italy, Belgium and Panama. To
maintain the speciﬁc shape of the canal
wall, the companies have brought in the
Atlas Copco HB 3000 hydraulic breaker.
“I have never seen rock like this,”
says Gerd Casteleyn, GUPC plant
equipment manager. “It varies from
meter to meter.”
He says the breakers have helped his crew
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Today, 37% of all
container ships
are too big to pass
through the Panama
Canal. Expansion
of the canal saves
time, money, energy
and emissions.
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“It’s expected these will
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aTlas CoPCo aT
ThE Panama Canal
The Panama Canal expansion project,
which will double the canal’s capacity by
2014, employs a wide array of atlas Copco
equipment:
1 surface drill rig

demolish boulders too large for the jaw crushers on
site. “It’s necessary to have the right tools,” he notes.
Pieterjan Versteele, Assistant Equipment Manager, says accuracy is crucial, and the Atlas Copco
HB 3000 gets the job done. “It’s impossible for me
to explain the intricacy of the final canal face,” he
says. “The plans are extremely intricate and change
all along the project.”
UlTimaTEly, as many as 7 000 people will
be working on the locks at the project. Hand work
will be necessary to carve away smaller imperfections and to work in tight places. To this end,
GUPC has purchased 150 Atlas Copco handheld
pneumatic breakers, chosen for their light weight
and durable design.
“It’s expected these will get lots of use over the
life of the project, and we needed a quality breaker,”
Versteele says.
30

The maneuverability of smaller,
lighter, low-pressure
portable compressors make tough
jobs easier.

4 heavy hydraulic breaker attachments
6 computerized surface crawlers
15–20 lighting towers
23 refrigerant compressed air dryers
24 stationary oil-injected screw compressors
40–45 portable compressors
200 pneumatic hammers
500 vibrators
Drill steels on supply contract

When complete, the Third Set of Locks Project
at the Panama Canal will benefit the world through
reduced shipping time, increased convenience and
lower energy consumption and emissions compared with sending large ships on the long journey
around South America.
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QUIET
achievement
The Anderson
Road development
involves building
roads, drainage
systems and
retaining walls
and stabilizing
slopes in the
hilly territory.

In Hong Kong, silence
is golden – and rare.
A SmartRig surface drill
rig is helping to keep a
major development
project from overwhelming
local residents with
construction noise.
TEXT & PHOTOS ATLAS COPCO

WITH SOME SEVEN million people
living in 1 104 square kilometers,
Hong Kong is one of the most densely
populated places on Earth. Some of the
greatest congestion occurs in Kowloon,
a peninsula on the Chinese mainland

The SmartRig ROC D7C
surface drill rig has a
noise level less than
half the limit imposed
by the government.

across the harbor from Hong Kong
Island. In order to meet the evergrowing demand for land that arises
from economic development and population growth, Hong Kong has had to
explore alternative and innovative land
supply strategies.
Since 2008 work has been under way
on the Anderson Road development, a
large-scale town development project in
eastern Kowloon aiming to provide 20
hectares of usable land for housing and
other purposes. The project involves
excavating some 2.6 million cubic

meters of earth and stone. Since it is
situated near the populous residential
area of Sau Mau Ping, the Hong Kong
government has placed restrictions on
the amount of noise that can be generated during construction, scheduled to
run through 2014. As part of the effort
to keep the noise down, the contractor is
employing an Atlas Copco SmartRig
ROC D7C surface drill rig. With a noise
level as low as 55 A-weighted decibels
– less than half the government limit –
noise disturbance to the residential area
is kept to a minimum.
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infrastructure

nation

re-creation
atlas copco is participating in the task of rebuilding
war-torn afghanistan, supplying equipment, knowledge
and its network of contacts to the effort.
TexT nancy pick PhoTos atlas copco & Getty imaGes
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NOT EVERY COMPANY has the resources, know-how
or guts to take on a project in Afghanistan. Nevertheless,
when the U.S. Defense Department decided to build a
compressed natural gas (CNG) station in Sheberghan –
a city of 150 000 located in northern Afghanistan along
the Silk Road – Atlas Copco took up the challenge.
“On a scale of 1 to 10, this one was about 20 in difﬁculty,” says Alec Shapiro, an independent energy
consultant to the U.S. Defense Department, who helped
coordinate the project. “We had major snowstorms, rain,
cold so severe that our hands would freeze if we touched
metal, and then our team had to be evacuated to a military base because of anti-American demonstrations. We
thought we’d be done in 19 days. It took us 36.”
If you ask the people of Sheberghan, they’ll tell you
it was worth the effort. Following difﬁcult construction
and conversion operations, the “mother station” now supplies locally produced CNG to a hundred taxis, the only
transportation available to most citizens. “People cried
when we fueled the ﬁrst car,” says Shapiro. “One business
leader said this was the ﬁrst time in 15 years
that anybody brought a penny into this town
and actually created jobs.”
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After installing the
conversion kit, cars
can use either compressed natural gas
(CnG) or gasoline at
the new CnG facility.

The project was the product of Kris Haag’s vision. Haag
heads energy projects for the U.S. Defense Department’s Task
Force for Business and Sustainability Operations, a group that
aims to stimulate the private-sector economy in Afghanistan.
The country remains dependent on foreign oil, keeping gasoline prices high. But Afghanistan does produce its own natural
gas, which is far cheaper.
Initially, Atlas Copco took the Defense Department team
on a trip to Malaysia to show how CNG equipment works in a
developing country. The company also consulted with Wahidullah Shahrani, the Afghan Minister of Mines, who was very
enthusiastic.
Nonetheless, getting the project off the ground involved
a number of complexities. “First of all, it’s very hard to get
people into the country,” Shapiro says. “We had suppliers who
wouldn’t make the trip. One guy wrote us a letter saying, ‘I’m
sorry, I’m a coward. I don’t want to come.’”
AtlAs CopCo not only supplied equipment but also
helped source additional material from other companies critical to the project. “The way Atlas Copco pooled its resources
to accomplish this project in such a short time was incredible,”
says Shapiro. “People came up from Atlas Copco in Pakistan
and stayed through all the delays. They showed amazing commitment to a customer relationship.”
“For the CNG station project, there were many challenging dynamics involved including package design, equipment
sourcing, installation in harsh weather conditions and the
development of local competency levels,” says Nasir Jamal,
Business Line Manager, Oil-free Air division.
Haag says the completed station could be anywhere in Europe or the U.S., given its high quality. Looking at the complex, you’d never know it stood in the middle of Afghanistan,
a desolate and war-torn country where success stories of any
kind are few and far between.
34

Alec shapiro, an independent energy consultant to the U.s.
defense department, helped coordinate the complex project.

REBUildinG with A CnG solUtion
since 2002, the U.s. government has spent
approximately sEK 485 (EUR 55) billion on programs designed to secure and stabilize Afghanistan,
while helping rebuild its infrastructure. Among
those programs was the new CnG station in
sheberghan. Atlas Copco provided a variety of
equipment and services for the construction and
operation of the station. Below is a list of just a
few of the Group’s contributions:
A facility that removes sulfur from natural gas,
making it clean enough to use.
A mechanic’s shop where cars are converted to
dual fuel, able to run on either gasoline or CnG.
4 000 kg of storage, along with dispensers that can
fill four cars simultaneously.
the station has a fueling hose for filling
mobile trailers, which can transport CnG.
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the challenge: Demolish a 5 500-tonne,
85-meter-long interchange viaduct on
a busy english motorway in 36 hours.
text & photo atlas copco

Faultless

pErforMANCE
up until December 2011, the
Catthorpe viaduct in the English Midlands had carried southbound traffic on
the M6 motorway over the M1. But it
had reached the end of its working life,
and a new bridge had just been opened
to traffic.
In January 2012, the old viaduct had
to be removed in a 36-hour period over
a weekend. Demolishing and removing it involved closing both motorways
to southbound traffic, and any overrun
would have been costly and disruptive
to traffic flow over a wide area.
The demolition presented “a very
particular engineering challenge,” Ivan
Marriott, project manager for the U.K.
Highways Agency, told the BBC. The
demolition experts contracted for the
job, the Armac Group, deployed no
fewer than 10 Atlas Copco hydraulic

breakers to dismantle the structure.
Armac also used an Atlas Copco
CC 6000 hydraulic combination cutter
to demolish the concrete and cut the rebar, ranging from 32 to 50 millimeters
thick, that reinforced the structure. This
six-metric-ton machine combines high
breaking force with a short opening and
closing time, making for high productivity.
“We were happy to rely on Atlas
Copco equipment for this high-profile

and time-critical project,” says Noel
McLean, Contracts Director at Armac.
“All of Atlas Copco’s equipment performed faultlessly throughout the project, despite being used intensively and
almost continuously.”
To ensure there would be no hold-ups
due to equipment problems, Atlas Copco
supported Armac by supplying a stock
of critical spares to be held on site for
the duration of the project. As expected,
none of the spares were needed.

pco
“We were happy to rely on Atlas Co
equipment for this high-profile
and time-critical project.”
noel mclean, contrac ts Director

at Armac
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PROFILE

ONE OF THE

LOCALS
For Lina Nyman, learning Mandarin was easy
compared to taking the reins of Atlas Copco’s
factory for rock drills in Zhangjiakou. Now she’s
thriving, bringing a can-do approach to a
challenging assignment.
TEXT CARI SIMMONS PHOTOS SUSETTA BOZZI

WHEN LINA NYMAN ﬁrst arrived in
China to work as a Design and Development Manager for Atlas Copco’s Rock
Drilling Tools division, the challenges
seemed daunting. “I’ll never want to be
the General Manager,” she recalls saying at that time, after seeing the tough
situations her boss was facing daily.
Four years later she has proved herself wrong, thriving on the challenges
before her and taking the job she never
thought she’d want. Truth be told,
Nyman wouldn’t have it any other way.
“I want to raise the level every time,”
says the head of Atlas Copco Zhangjiakou Construction and Mining Equipment. “I prefer to do a few things at a
time, but I do them 100%.”
It is this attitude that has vaulted
Nyman into the senior position at Atlas
Copco’s 183-person production operation in Zhangjiakou.
Nyman began working for Atlas
Copco in Fagersta, Sweden, in 2007 as a
material development engineer working
36

with carbide developments. “I was attracted to an interesting material called
cemented carbide and especially its use
in Atlas Copco’s rock drilling applications,” she says.
Within the year she was on a plane
from Sweden to China. In the beginning
the biggest struggle was overcoming
the language barrier, so she immediately immersed herself in the language
by enrolling in an intensive course in
Mandarin.
Today, she is comfortable speaking
Mandarin and uses it both at the factory
and outside work. She is the only foreigner at the plant, and perhaps the only
foreigner living in this town of 250 000.
“People are very friendly here and
foreigners are readily accepted,” says
Nyman. “The Chinese tend to socialize with colleagues outside work and we
often eat dinner, play ping-pong or do
other activities together.”
Yet work at the Atlas Copco hammer
and rock bit consumables plant leaves

LINA NYMAN
General Manager
Atlas Copco
Zhangjiakou Construction and Mining Equipment Ltd.
Citizenship:
Swedish
Resides: Hebei
Province, China
Family: Swedish
husband who works
in Beijing
Languages:
Chinese (Mandarin),
English, Swedish
Advice to other
foreigners coming
to China: Ask, listen,
learn, and then ask
more so you understand. Learn the
language.
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“I want to raise the level
every time. I prefer to do a
few things at a time,
but I do them 100% .”
Lina Nyman
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her with little spare time. “There’s a
sense of urgency in China where we
have the feeling that we are a little bit
behind,” she says. “We want to get
ahead of the competition and be the
leader.” Additionally, the competition
in China keeps getting tougher, and the
market is extremely price-sensitive.
“The competitors who were previously making cheap but poor-quality products are beginning to catch up on the
quality side, so the gap between price
and quality is shrinking,” she says.
“We can’t take anything for granted.”
Atlas Copco has special expertise
in rock drilling, and the Chinese design team is working on products for
China’s specific needs. “Our Chinese
designers are also part of the global
R&D team, and together we are working on revolutionary products, too,”
Nyman says.
Stable quality and long service life
are important for the Chinese rock drilling market. Products should be easy
to use but not easy to break, as much
of the work is done in remote areas far
from maintenance services. Reducing the setup and manual work time for
customers – even with small things such
as improving the thread on a hammer
to make it easier to open – helps gain a
38
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ATLAS COPCO IN CHINA
Atlas Copco has operated in
China for almost a century, and
now the country is the Group’s
largest market. Below is a
timeline of Atlas Copco’s
business endeavors in China.
1920s
Starts selling compressors in China
1981
Atlas Copco (Hong Kong) Co., Ltd.
1993
Atlas Copco (Nanjing) Construction
& Mining Equipment Ltd.
1994
Atlas Copco (Wuxi) Compressor
Co., Ltd.
1998
Atlas Copco (China) Investment
Co., Ltd.
1999
Atlas Copco (Shanghai) Trading
Co., Ltd.
2001
Atlas Copco (Wuxi) Exploration
Equipment Ltd.

competitive advantage in China,
says Nyman.
Demand from Chinese mining and
construction customers is steady,
and the only slowdown Nyman has
noticed occurs around the annual
Chinese New Year celebrations.
“Everyone is celebrating, eating and
cooking, and it feels like the GDP in
China goes down at that time every
year, rising again in March or April,”
she laughs.
Nyman will be celebrating a few
more Chinese New Years as Atlas
Copco has extended her contract
to 2015. “I like the culture in Atlas
Copco and how the company thinks
about today and tomorrow, and not
just about short-term proﬁts,” she
says. “It’s an innovative company
that always wants to do things better
and be on the front line, and it’s easy
to take pride in working here.”
And while the company is decentralized, she ﬁnds it a comfort to be a
part of a global organization. “You feel
secure knowing there is a big international network of knowledge, methods
and opportunities available,” she says.
“It’s very open here, and people are
happy to support and help each other.
We are also allowed to make mistakes

2002
Liuzhou Tech Machinery Co., Ltd.
2003
Atlas Copco (Shenyang) Construction & Mining Equipment Ltd.
2004
Atlas Copco (Zhangjiakou) Construction & Mining Equipment Ltd.
Tooltec (Qingdao) Tool Co., Ltd.

Despite being the only foreigner in
the plant and the town, Lina Nyman
has settled in and socializes often
with her colleagues.

and learn from them, and I feel
comfortable with that, especially
because in China you have to be
quick to react and change fast.”
Outside work, Nyman has become a dedicated marathon runner. “I started running in China
a few years ago because I needed
exercise,” she says.
“One day, a man who works
with ﬁnal inspection at the factory
began running beside me and talking. He invited me to run and train
with his friends who are 50 to 60
years of age and still doing marathons. In the beginning they had
to slow down for me, but now I’m
the fastest one.”

2005
Wuxi Pneumatech Air/Gas Purity
Equipment Co., Ltd.
2006
Shanghai Bolaite Compressor Co.,
Ltd.
2007
Shenyang Ruifeng Machinery Ltd.
Dynapac (China) Compaction &
Paving Equipment Co., Ltd.
2008
Atlas Copco (Shanghai) Equipment
Rental Co., Ltd.
Shanghai Tooltec Pneumatic Tool
Co., Ltd.
Atlas Copco (Wuxi) Research and
Development Center Co., Ltd.
2010
Kunshan Q-Tech Air System
Technologies Ltd.
Atlas Copco (Shanghai) Process
Equipment Co., Ltd.
2011
Shanghai Beacon Medæs Medical
Gas Engineering Consulting Co., Ltd.
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Road infrastructure
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It is undeniable that good road networks are necessary for economic and
societal development. In fact from 2020 to 2030, an estimated USD 292 billion (SEK 2 trillion) is expected to be spent on road infrastructure investments
around the world, according to the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and
Development report Infrastructure to 2030. These estimates reflect the everincreasing demands placed on existing road infrastructure and the need to
continuously expand and improve road networks globally.
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Paths to

PROSPERITY
Achieve magazine has scanned the globe for
instances of new road infrastructure projects
in which Atlas Copco has played a part, examining
how these projects affect the economies of the
places they are trying to unite.
TEXT SUSANNA LINDGREN, HANNA SISTEK, JEAN-PAUL SMALL
PHOTOS ISTOCKPHOTO, GET TY IMAGES & SHUT TERSTOCK

POLAND
EURO 2012, the European Football
Championship, took place in the summer of 2012 in Poland and Ukraine.
Preparations for the matches included
a major upgrade of infrastructure in the
two countries.
In Poland, the championship
matches were held in Warsaw, Poznan,
Wroclaw and Gdansk. While many of
the more than 1 million foreign fans and
tourists reached Poland by plane, other
visitors traveled by car, especially from
nearby countries such as Germany
and Slovakia.
Poland made the completion of the
A2 motorway a high priority. The road
runs east and west across central
Poland through the Euro 2012 cities of
Warsaw and Poznan. Other road construction projects
include work on Poland’s A4 and A1 motorways and
the S5 expressway. Now that the tournament is over
(and Spain has been crowned champion), these improvements will enter their second and more valuable
phase: supporting Polish transportation needs.
Between 1994 and 2001 in Poland, astonishingly not
one kilometer of motorway was constructed. By 2005,
despite its approximately 312 680 square kilometers,

12APB1_40_foldout_centerspread_6019.indd 42

the country had only a total of 820 kilometers of limited
access, divided, multiple-lane motorways and expressways. Such limitations proved to be a major barrier to
foreign investments and economic prosperity on a
national scale.
Euro 2012 presented an excellent opportunity for Poland to make up for decades of underinvestment in its
transport infrastructure. Eurovia, the contractor for the
A2 motorway, used some 60 Dynapac machines during the vital road work.
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COLOMBIA
IN COLOMBIA, a new highway is under construction
that will stretch more than 1 000 kilometers from the
capital of Bogota, in the center of the country, to the
port of Santa Marta on the Caribbean Sea. The project, called Ruta del Sol (the Route of the Sun) is the
country’s biggest infrastructure project and one of the
largest projects of its kind currently under way in Latin
America. “This is a project of national importance, and
one that will be of great benefit to the economy in improving transit times and reducing the cost of transportation,” says Paul Ritorni, Project Director for the Helios
construction consortium, winners of the first part of
the contract.
Much of the route runs alongside the Rio Negro, a
tributary of the Amazon, but there is also a mountain in
its path that will require the removal of around 7 million
cubic meters of rock and soil, and a hilly region that will
require the removal of 14 million cubic meters.
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QATAR
IN THE AL WAAB DISTRICT of Doha in the south of
Qatar, construction is under way to lay and upgrade
roads. Al Waab is a district that has witnessed tremendous growth, beginning in the mid-1990s, and resulting in the construction of numerous residential areas to
house locals and expatriates in villas, along with commercial and medical developments.
Key locations in the district set to benefit from the
project include Doha Sports City, home to many of the
venues of the 2006 Asian Games, Qatar’s largest structure, Aspire Tower, and Qatar’s largest stadium, Khalifa
Stadium, as well as the country’s largest and most famous shopping center, Villagio Mall, themed after the
Italian city of Venice. The district also contains a number
of schools, including Doha College and the American
School of Doha. Furthermore, a number of roadside
retail centers have been constructed parallel to Salwa Road, the highway linking Doha to the south of the
country and Saudi Arabia.

BURKINA FASO
MAJOR INFRASTRUCTURE projects under way in
Burkina Faso, such as improvements to the main roads
linking it with neighboring Ghana, Mali and Ivory Coast,
will have a huge impact on the country, says Richard
Asare, Sales Engineer at Atlas Copco in Ghana. Asare
has visited several of the sites where road construction
and improvement are taking place.
The road construction project is just one part of an
agreement between the independent U.S. foreign aid
agency Millennium Challenge Corporation and the government of Burkina Faso. The SEK 3.2 billion (EUR 360
million) pact aims to increase rural productivity and agricultural production through irrigation projects. This is a
country that has suffered from recurring droughts. Cotton production is currently the economic mainstay for
many Burkinabés. Increased school completion rates for
girls are also part of the investment agreement.
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INDIA

WITH ITS BREAKNECK GROWTH, India is on its
way to becoming a world economic power. One obstacle to realizing this goal is the state of the country’s infrastructure. Despite a population of 1.2 billion,
modern access-controlled highways only make up a
tiny fraction of the country’s road network.
But things are changing. Jaiprakash Associates,
a unit of the Indian conglomerate Jaypee Group, is
building the Yamuna Expressway to link the nation’s
capital, New Delhi, with Agra, the home of the Taj

12APB1_40_foldout_centerspread_6019.indd 45

Mahal. The existing road is four lanes wide and
harbors tractors, trucks, motorbikes, autorickshaws
and the occasional bullock cart, as well as ordinary cars trying to force their way through. The new
expressway will be six to eight lanes wide and 45
kilometers shorter, paved with machines from Atlas
Copco’s Dynapac.
N.K. Singh at Jaiprakash sees the new road cutting
the travel time in half, to two hours. “You can take
breakfast in Delhi and lunch in Agra,” he says.
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INFRASTRUCTURE
Digging for
Turkey’s highspeed railway
has been under
way since 2009.

Linking

Turkey’s
TEXT SUSANNA LINDGREN
PHOTOS TORE MARKLUND & GETTY IMAGES

The new high-speed railway linking
Ankara and Istanbul is one of the most
important infrastructure investments in
the country. The fast-train link between
Turkey’s two biggest cities is scheduled to carry more than 50 000
passengers a day.

46

biggest cities

WHEN THE NEW fast-train line opens in Turkey in 2013, it
is scheduled to carry more than 50 000 passengers a day. The
project will reduce the time to travel between Ankara and
Istanbul from six and a half hours to only three hours.
This huge infrastructure project has been divided into
phases, some of which are already completed. Mustafa Yasar,
chief of tunnels at the Cengiz-Ictas-Belen (CIB) Consortium in
Turkey, has worked with the high-speed railway project since its
start in 2009. He has been in charge of tunnel drilling in railway
stretches involving approximately 52 kilometers of tunnels.
“We only use Atlas Copco machinery: loaders and hydraulic breakers,” says Yasar. “In a project this size we wanted to
work with a reputable and world-leading company like this.”
Both bedrock and clay have created challenges for the construction team.
“Initially we had problems with the hydraulic breakers as
the pistons got stuck and broke,” says Ahmet Köse, excavator
operator at CIB Consortium.
The broken pistons created frustrations as well as friction in
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Istanbul

Ankara

Turkey’s new high-speed train
will cut the travel time from
Istanbul to Ankara in half.

EXPLORING THE THIRD DIMENSION
To relieve the traffic and pressure of surface transportation, “we need to exploit the space beneath our
feet,” says Gunnar Nord, underground specialist at
Atlas Copco. “And with modern-day drilling tools the
capacity to do it is here.”
From Stockholm to Singapore, city planners
around the world agree with him and are building attractive infrastructure systems underground. Transport, energy, heating and utility structures can now
be installed safely and efficiently underground, saving valuable space above ground for people and the
environment to thrive.

the relationship between the customer and
Atlas Copco.
“We were obviously very keen to
solve this quickly,” says Gürkan Burak
Buyurgan, who at the time was a sales
engineer at Atlas Copco but has since
moved to Surface Drilling Equipment
where he is Business Line Manager.
“One problem was that this was
tunnel drilling with a stone structure
that was hard to work through. Another
problem was that the operators weren’t used to
our machines.” A quickly arranged instruction course for the
operators solved one part of the problem; replacing the classic
pistons with the more hard-wearing SilverLine pistons solved
the other.
“Since then the work has gone very smoothly,” says Köse,
who adds that he really likes the hydraulic breakers as they can
reach areas that generally are hard to access.
“Working with the high-speed railway has increased our
aftermarket service,” says Burak Buyurgan. “Since the operator courses in the beginning, we have also arranged courses
on how to service the machines and arranged other regular educational events for the operators. This is something that has
been very much appreciated.”
“The positive feedback from the CIB Consortium proves
that we are doing a good job,” says Turgut Kiriş, Business Line
Manager, Construction Tools Division at Atlas Copco, Turkey.
“This encourages us to continue our ongoing dialogue with
the customer and to further develop and improve our sales and
aftersales departments to meet customer demands.”
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The yellow

giants
of Triassic Park

Where dinosaurs once trod, giants of a different
nature now roar. An expansion of Argentina’s road
network is under way that will connect national routes.
TexT atlas copco PhoTos atlas copco & Getty imaGes
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THE ISCHIGUALASTO Mountains in Argentina’s northern province of San Juan boast the world’s
largest collection of dinosaur
remains from the Triassic period
(195–225 million years ago). But
there’s nothing prehistoric about the
big yellow machines that are now
making their way through the rock.
These are Atlas Copco drill rigs – a Boomer E2 C and a Boomer
XE3 C, the ﬁrst of its kind in Argentina – that are being used to develop a series of six road tunnels along Route 150 near the Chilean border.
When the project is complete in 2013, the tunnels will help to link up
the country’s complex road network and will also eventually provide a
modern road system stretching across South America, from the
Atlantic to the Paciﬁc.
Route 150 runs through a section of mountains with geological
formations older than the Andes. Once a fertile paradise for the dinosaurs that roamed the land, it is now a hostile desert with wide temperature extremes. On top of that, the tunnel sites are in an area created to protect the fossils, which dictates not only the direction that
the roads and tunnels are permitted to take but also their
characteristics.
Daniel Castro, road construction and mining manager for Jose
Cartellone Construcciones Civiles, says he is impressed with the performance of the Atlas Copco rigs. “When the rigs arrived, two Atlas
Copco technicians from Sweden came and trained our drillers, who
were then able to train other drillers,” Castro recalls. “The value of
this training is that we have not had a single breakdown caused by
misuse or incorrect operation.”
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innovation

Cars affected by rust problems may soon become a
thing of the past, as automobile manufacturers increasingly turn to lightweight carbon fiber materials held
together with adhesives instead of traditional welding.
TexT atlas copco phoTos atlas copco & sca schucker

Formidable

Bonds

Carmakers around the world
are seeking greater fuel efficiency and
lower emissions for their vehicles, and
one key to this effort is finding ways to
make them lighter. Today, many companies are using adhesives in addition
to traditional welding to fasten the parts
together.
Atlas Copco recently acquired German adhesives specialist SCA Schucker and incorporated it into Industrial
Technique’s division for equipment to
the motor vehicle industry. The aim is to
secure Atlas Copco’s leading position in
automotive assembly while looking to
expand in other segments.
“The driving force is the use of new
materials, such as lightweight metals and
carbon fiber, to reduce the weight of vehicles,” says Berthold Peters, General Manager SCA Schucker. “The new materials
also increase strength and stiffness, thus
increasing the vehicle’s crash resistance
and contributing to better handling.”
All major automotive manufacturers
are already using the technology, as are
makers of airplanes, appliances, solar
panels and wind turbines.
Adhesives and sealant equipment
50

represent a relatively large niche segment with only a few specialized global
players and a quickly expanding market.
SCA Schucker was attractive because of
its technical solutions and its application
knowledge in the automotive industry.
“We came to the conclusion that to
grow we needed to expand our business
beyond traditional fastening equipment,” says Industrial Technique President Mats Rahmström. “We believe this
is a joining technology of the future.
After evaluating a number of assembly
technologies, we made the decision to
focus on adhesives because it clearly has
high future potential and we believe it
offers significant growth opportunities.”

rahmsTröm says SCA Schucker
is a good fit with Atlas Copco. “We have
the same base of customers with assembly operations as SCA Schucker, but we
have worldwide sales and service coverage,” he says.
“Atlas Copco Tools has more than
500 salespeople and 700 service engineers calling on customers every day,”
he says. “We have our own customer
centers in 22 locations, and we have

sales and service operations everywhere that vehicles are built. So we have
the resources to expand the footprint
of sales of SCA Schucker equipment
worldwide from day one.
“We will keep the brand name and
make every effort to preserve the values
in the current SCA Schucker entity,
while making it a truly global operation. We want to take advantage of the
possibility of cross-fertilization of intellectual capital between the two companies and will look at sharing our technologies. I believe we can learn from
one another.”

sCa sChuCker
annual sales of more than eur
70 million (sek 600 million)
>300 employees
headquarters and manufacturing in Bretten, Germany
own sales and service operations in england, spain, the u.s.,
Brazil, mexico, korea, Japan and
China
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Not only do adhesives
help lower the overall
weight of automobiles,
but they also help prevent water, salt and
dirt from entering the
car body shell.
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AFTERMARKET

Commitment

AROUND
THE CLOCK

Achieving service excellence and customer loyalty
comes down to having the right people with the right
attitude. Atlas Copco service technicians work around
the world, meeting customers daily to solve and
prevent problems.
TEXT SUSANNA LINDGREN PHOTOS ATLAS COPCO & GETTY IMAGES

AFTERMARKET SERVICE is an asset to
the Group and a beneﬁt to its customers. The
technicians providing service are the face
of the organization for customers who often
measure Atlas Copco’s professionalism by the
performance of these men and women.
“This is the person who shows up on site
and makes sure everything operates smoothly,” says Peter Leemans, Vice President Competence Development & Communications,
Compressor Technique Service division.
Recently, Atlas Copco created dedicated
service divisions for all its business areas.
Well-trained sector speciﬁc technicians provide service for Compressor Technique, Industrial Technique, Mining and Rock Excavation Technique and Construction Technique.

paradigm shift from reactive service to
more proactive service, where preventive
maintenance options are included in service
agreements. The “service ladder” model,
as described by Leemans, helps customers
understand how proactive service improves
their proﬁtability:
“At the bottom of the ladder you ﬁnd the
traditional customer that buys a machine,
runs it, doesn’t look after it and calls when it
breaks down. As the machine hasn’t been serviced it consumes more energy and negatively
affects its own performance and production
quality. High energy costs, breakdowns that
result in standstills and costly repairs make
reactive service by nature more costly than
preventive service.”

“Customers choose
to deal with people
they trust.”

A FEW STEPS UP the service ladder are the
proactive customers who have a service contract that guarantees the machines are kept
in good condition. At the very top are those
customers who have a full-service contract,
where Atlas Copco connects the machines
with monitoring devices that optimize energy
consumption and uptime of the complete installation. In the end though, great service
comes down to having great people.
“Customers choose to deal with people they
trust,” says Leemans. “We inspire trust by offering professional knowledge and courtesy.
Courtesy means politeness, respect, consideration and friendliness, as well as a clean and
neat appearance. Building this trust is the basis for future engagements.”

Peter Leemans, Vice President Competence Development & Communications,
Compressor Technique Service division.

Still, it is imperative that the Group’s customers “meet one Atlas Copco,” says Atlas
Copco President and CEO Ronnie Leten, “and
that they have the same good experience of
service whether they are in Kazakhstan, Peru
or Zambia.”
All over the world there has been a
52
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Around the world, the availability and
competence of Atlas Copco service technicians provide peace of mind to its partners
in all business areas. Achieve looked in on
a few of them and some of the challenges
they face every day.

CLAYTON JONES

Title/position: Technical Service
Supervisor, Atlas Copco
Construction Equipment
Location: La Porte, Texas, USA
TECHNICAL SERVICE SUPERVISOR Clayton
Jones has a huge area of responsibility. From
La Porte, Texas, he coordinates all technical
support activities for Atlas Copco Construction
Equipment in the United States. There are hundreds of dealer locations across the U.S. that offer Atlas Copco products and it’s Jones’ responsibility to keep up with the demand for technical
training and support for them all.

MOHAMED SAID

Title/position: Service Technician, Compressor Technique
Location: Cairo, Egypt

SERVICE TECHNICIAN Mohamed Said won’t
let anything stop him from doing his job – not
even the historic Arab Spring protests during 2011. When demonstrations on the streets
made it unsafe to move in and around Cairo after dark, Said ensured customers got what they
needed by arranging for all deliveries to be made
during the day.

KELLINE ZHAO

Title/position: Senior Service
Sales Engineer
Location: Shanghai, China

ONE OF THE MAIN reasons customers respect
Kelline Zhao is because she understands them.
As Senior Sales Engineer, Zhao takes a customer-centric approach to sales, with a strong focus
on contract sales. She is dedicated to providing
value-based solutions for customer operations.

JAIME APARICIO
BRUCE LEE
ALEXANDRINO
DE VASCONCELOS

Title/position: Electronic
Technician
Location: Camaçari, Brazil
WHEN ASKED ABOUT the one thing he likes
best about being an Electronic Technician at the
Atlas Copco service center in Camaçari, Brazil,
Bruce Lee Alexandrino de Vasconcelos replies
with two: “First, to be recognized by clients as
an efficient troubleshooter in your process area;
and second, to be free to present solutions,
which are respected by colleagues, bosses and
are successfully applied.”

Title/position: Transportable
Energy Specialist
Location: Spain
AS A TRANSPORTABLE ENERGY specialist in
Spain, Jaime Aparicio’s area of responsibility is
in the center of the country. His customers work
in a variety of fields such as well drilling, foundation and compaction, generator installation and
emergency hospitals. In short, he services all
kinds of mobile equipment and understands the
needs of a diverse range of customers.

DMITRY YUSHKEVICH

Title/position: Service Team
Leader Construction Technique
Location: Moscow, Russia

TO DMITRY YUSHKEVICH, solving new and
complicated problems is especially stimulating.
“The trickier the better,” says the team leader
for Construction Technique Service in Russia.
“That’s what makes you grow as a professional.”
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The art of storing

energy
An underground storage facility in the north of
China will hold massive amounts of liquefied gas.
TexT Jean-Paul small iLLUSTRaTion atlas CoPCo

The ciTy of Qingdao in northern
China is probably best known to Westerners for its Tsingtao beer, the popular
product of a local brewery established
by Germans more than a century ago.
But it is also the site of the Yellow Island
liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) project, the
largest underground storage facility for
LPG in northern China. The project covers seven hectares at the surface, and its
underground storage caverns are designed
to hold 350 000 cubic meters of LPG and
150 000 cubic meters of propane.

LPG is a flammable mix of hydrocarbon gases used typically for fuel in
vehicles and heating appliances. It is
almost entirely derived from fossil fuels,
burns relatively cleanly and, because it’s
a gas, is not a ground or water pollution
hazard. For an extensive energy consumer such as China, LPG use makes a
lot of sense.
In 2011 the domestic LPG market was
19% larger compared with the previous
year. LPG consumption has continued
to show double-digit growth since 2005,

reaching 22.8 million metric tons due to
wider application in LPG deep refining,
especially among independent Chinese
refiners. That year also saw decreasing
dependence on imported foreign LPG, a
result the Yellow Island project aims to
maintain.
The project itself involves drilling and
blasting using two Atlas Copco Boomer
353E drill rigs. Zhou Zhenghua, Chief
Engineer of the China Railway Tunnel
Group No. 1 construction company, says
the choice of rigs was easy.
“Over many years of construction
experience with drilling and blasting,
the Boomer 353E hydraulic drill rig has
more advantages,” he says. “The rig is
simple to operate, easy to maintain and
its performance is stable.”

Storage caverns at
the Qingdao facility
will be able to hold
around 350 000
cubic meters of LPg.
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INFRASTRUCTURE

Power trips
Infrastructure projects in rural Brazil and central
China are bringing hydroelectricity to the masses.
TEXT ATLAS COPCO PHOTOS ATLAS COPCO & GETTY IMAGES
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Dynapac rollers are
helping pave the
way for hydroelectricity in Brazil.

Brazil
Porto Velho, the caPital of
Brazil’s Rondônia state, was once a quiet
town in the middle of the Amazon rainforest. Tourists rarely ventured there,
and there was not much excitement for
its 300 000 inhabitants.
But that was before construction
began on two hydroelectric dams that
promise to transform the area. The
Santo Antonio dam, near Porto Velho, is
scheduled to generate 3 150 megawatts
of electricity, while the Jirau dam, 100
kilometers downstream, will produce
3 450 megawatts. Together, the two
dams are expected to raise Brazil’s hydroelectric output by 6%.
Atlas Copco Dynapac rollers are on
the scene at both construction projects.
At the Jirau site, the Brazilian contractor
Camargo Corrêa employs some 20 000
workers and 2 000 pieces of equipment,

in china, safely drilling and
blasting away hard rock
are crucial to completing
the project at the Jinping
river Bend.

chinese engineers spent more
than 50 years studying the hydroelectric potential of the Jinping River Bend,
where a 150-kilometer stretch of the Yalong River turns back on its course. The
elevation drops more than 300 meters
between the upstream and downstream
parts of the river, and the falling water
56

including
six Dynapac
vibratory rollers, as well as
a total of eight
static tamping
rollers.
With their large capacity for compaction, the
rollers have been used to compact the roads that access the main points
of the hydroelectric plant. For compacting the rock fill dam, Camargo Corrêa
opted for powerful vibratory rollers,
which can handle rocks up to one meter
in diameter on a dam 35 meters high and
550 meters long. For landfill work and
clay compaction on the dam, the contractor chose the new Dynapac CT300, manufactured at the Brazilian production unit
in Sorocaba. Engineer Luiz Paulo Santos,

a manager
of mobile
equipment at
Camargo, says
the CT300 rollers were chosen
in part for their
speed of compaction,
reaching speeds of up to
21 kilometers per hour.
At the Santo Antonio dam site,
Dynapac machines are helping to
build several concrete structures such
as the gravity dam. After the concrete is
dumped and spread, the vibratory rollers
will come into play.
When all the turbines of the Madeira
River Complex are fully operational by
2015, development of much of Brazil’s
northern region is expected to continue
for years to come.

China
will spin huge turbines located
in an underground powerhouse complex.
The project involves two
power stations that will generate electricity to feed the
ever-growing demand of the
booming factories of eastern China. Jinping I will have
a 3 600-megawatt capacity to
produce between 16 and 18 terawatthours (TWh) annually. Jinping II will
have a total installed capacity of 4 800
megawatts, to give it an average annual
generation of more than 24 TWh.
The project involves creating a headwork sluice dam, spillway structures,
power tunnels, powerhouse complex
and four 16.6-kilometer headrace diversion tunnels running from inlet to powerhouse. When completed these tunnels
will be some of the largest in the world.

Drilling and blasting the diversion
tunnels, 14 meters in diameter, took
place in two phases. The upper 7.5 meters were excavated with Atlas Copco
Boomer face drills. After the top half
is removed, the lower level will be
excavated using Atlas Copco surface
crawlers for bench-type drilling. In all,
the project employs more than 25 Atlas
Copco Boomer face-drilling rigs and
seven surface drills.
Project Manager Quan Li says the
performance of the Atlas Copco equipment has been excellent. “Everything
works as it’s supposed to,” he says. “The
Boomer 353 E drill is made for this
work. The drills are simple to operate
and sized the best for tunneling.”
Safety is another reason Li likes Atlas
Copco equipment. “No one gets hurt
here,” he says. “That is important for us
because we care about our people.”
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Jobba med utmaningar i världsklass
Are you up for a world-class challenge?

Atlas Copco offers you a truly global work
experience. We are a market leader in more than
170 countries and are rapidly expanding. Our
moreskulle
than 35du
000
employees
serve customers
Hur
förenkla
styrningen
av en gruvlastare?
on five continents, taking initiative and setting
I Diavik, Kanada, är tusen personer i arbete – oavsett tid på dygnet. Systemet för fjärrstyrning gör att fler av
newkan
standards.
dem
arbeta från kontor på ytan, istället för att befinna sig på plats flera hundra meter – ibland kilometer
– under jord. Tidigare system krävde att man var tvungen att ha viss sikt och översyn nere i själva gruvan,
men
nyapeople
systemetas
kanour
många
moment
köras helt utan mänsklig inblandning. Det har bland annat
We med
seedet
our
most
valuable
medfört att man kan gå från gruvdrift i form av dagbrott till underjordsutvinning. Tekniken gör det med
resource;
theyattmake
the difference.som
Atlas
andra
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styra Scooptram-lastarna,
byggs i Örebro, från valfri plats och de kan köras helt
automatiskt
i de flesta moment.
Det is
är också
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i skapandet
Copco’s corporate
culture
founded
loyaltyav framtidens gruvor. Det här är bara ett
exempel
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inomwe
gruvdrift
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Atlas Copco-gruppen arbetar med.
and cooperation,
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your
professional

Download a QR reader and
scan the code to see what it’s
like to work for Atlas Copco.

development
seriously.
Förutom
teknik i världsklass
och ett världsomspännande företag, erbjuder vi spännande utmaningar för dig
med rätt driv. Du skapar själv din karriär och har stora möjligheter att få arbeta med det du vill – kanske rent
av i ett annat land? Du får snabbt stort eget ansvar och får chansen att visa vad du går för. Samtidigt som
To begin your world-class challenge with us,
vi gör vad vi kan för att hjälpa dig hålla balansen mellan arbete och fritid. För du vill ju inte bara ha ett bra
visitdu
usvillatvälwww.atlascopco.com/careers
jobb,
skapa dig ett bra liv? Läs mer om oss på www.atlascopco.se.
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INNOVATION

made easy

DRILLING

By developing new and innovative laboratory test equipment,
Rocktec has achieved signiﬁcant efﬁciency improvements.
TEXT & PHOTOS ATLAS COPCO

FOR ATLAS COPCO, testing rock
drills used to be based on one big assumption: that drills must be tested
under real conditions to evaluate their
quality and performance. But one division was not satisﬁed with the way
things had always been done, and found
a way to signiﬁcantly improve efﬁciency
by developing innovative new laboratory
test equipment.
“Our aim was to reduce the time that
we spend testing equipment in the ﬁeld,
because it comes with high costs and is
quite time consuming,” says Lars Persson, R&D Manager at Rocktec, the division responsible for developing core
components in the Mining and Rock Excavation Technique business area. “With
previous laboratory test equipment, we
58

could only test machines with relatively
low drilling output power. That was our
challenge.”

new equipment tested the drills with
output powers of up to 50 kilowatts,
compared with a maximum of about 20
kilowatts in the older setup. The results
ROCKTEC ASSEMBLED a threeachieved in a week would have takperson team that worked with
en about six weeks in the ﬁeld.
engineering students from
“This could signiﬁSweden’s Linköping Univercantly shorten the time to
sity to evaluate “artiﬁcial
market for new hydraurock,” a means of absorblic rock drills,” Persson
ing the drilling power hysays. “Now we can run
draulically. Previous testing
for 100 hours with hardly
equipment had used mechaniany maintenance. Earlier,
cal energy absorbers, which
the same tests would cost
Lars Persson, R&D
required regular maintenance Manager at Rocktec much more and the efﬁcienand the replacement of parts.
cy wouldn’t be as good. In
Eventually two new hydraulic test
the future, I think ﬁeld tests will only
benches were installed in the Rocktec
be necessary to get acceptance for new
laboratory, with impressive results. The
products from the customers.”
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Working just like sonar, secoroc
eDGe has sensors that capture
and interpret hammer vibrations
so drillers know what is
in a hole.

the work that rocktec and linköping University did
evaluating “artificial rock” led to improved and more
efficient drill tests, potentially shortening the time to
market for new hydraulic drills.

rocktec
the rocktec division
develops and manufactures
rock drills, components and
systems exclusively for the
Underground rock excavation and surface Drilling equipment divisions. at
its modern laboratory and
research center in Örebro,
sweden, services are provided to all divisions within the
construction technique and
mining and rock excavation
technique business areas.

Drillers get
an edge
For many Drillers, having faster and more accurate
data about what happens hundreds of meters below ground
could increase productivity significantly. Atlas Copco’s R&D
teams have developed new technology aimed at taking the
guesswork out of deep-hole drilling.
“We knew that each strike of a hammer on the bottom
of the hole sends a vibration back up the drill string, a kind
of sonar with unique signatures reporting the characteristics
of that particular hole at that particular moment in the
drilling,” says Leif Larsson, Product Line Manager at the Rock
Drilling Tools division. “This information travels at the speed
of sound through the steel. But could we capture it? Could we
interpret it?”
Working with partner SPC Technology, Atlas Copco
developed a new system called Secoroc EDGE. Sophisticated
sensors capture hammer vibrations that are read as
performance data, interpreted by computer software and
displayed visually for the driller. Drillers see sudden changes
as soon as they occur, so they can tune their drilling precisely.
“Before we had EDGE, drillers had to continually guess
what was happening, worrying about whether they could
react in time to gauges and the inherent lag of reading
cuttings coming up from the bottom,” Larsson says.
Now, EDGE allows companies to move drillers to unfamiliar
locations, bringing them up to speed on local geologic
formations and their specific characteristics. EDGE has been
tested for oil and gas drilling in North America and well
drilling in the Nordics, and it is also being tested for blasthole drilling.
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INFRASTRUCTURE

GETTING READY
for KICK OFF
Brazil is pressing forward with
preparations for the 2014 World
Cup, refurbishing existing
stadiums and building new ones
in 12 host cities, and Atlas Copco
equipment is on the scene.
TEXT ATLAS COPCO PHOTOS GETTY IMAGES
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IN SALVADOR, the capital of the
state of Bahia on Brazil’s northeast
coast, workers are busy rebuilding
the 56 500-seat Fonte Nova Stadium
in preparation for the World Cup in
2014. Meanwhile, in the city of Belo
Horizonte in Minas Gerais state north
of Rio de Janeiro, work is progressing on an upgrade of the 66 800-seat
Mineirão Stadium. After the World
Cup matches, these and other new or
upgraded sports complexes in 10 other
cities will serve many generations of
Brazilians to come.
The Fonte Nova project in Salvador
employs three different Atlas Copco
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Stadiums in Salvador
and Belo Horizonte in
Brazil are being torn
down and rebuilt to host
the 2014 World Cup.

pulverizers, dealing with 150 cubic meters of concrete daily. Besides handling
the necessary demolition work, the pulverizers also separate the rebar embedded in the stadium’s concrete.
“The concrete is sent to mobile crushers at the construction site, where it
is reduced to the right granularity for
use as foundation for landﬁll or asphalt
beds, while the rebar is sent for recycling,” says José Virgilio Mazza Batista,
Production Engineer of Arcoenge, the
company in charge of the demolition
work.
In Belo Horizonte, the Detronic construction company has been tasked with

demolishing the bleachers area to make
room for new seats in accordance with
standards set out by FIFA, the international governing body of association
football.
Ayres de Azevedo Barreto, Detronic’s
Executive Ofﬁcer, says the company
had to lower the ﬁeld by 3.9 meters, a
job that required removing 70 000 cubic
meters of earth.
AT FIRST, the company had to use
small equipment to clear a path for larger equipment. “We used 140-kilogram
SB 152 hydraulic breakers mounted on
1.8-ton mini-excavators,” Barreto says.

“Only small equipment like that could
move in the limited area we had in this
ﬁrst stage of the construction.”
After creating access for the larger equipment, Detronic started on the
bleachers using larger breakers. These
attachments were mounted on machines
of up to 50 metric tons, demolishing
2 500 cubic meters of concrete,” he says.
According to the contract, the demolition work and the lowering of the
ﬁeld were to be completed in 150 days.
“The high productivity of the equipment involved allowed us to complete
the work in less than 120 days,”
Barreto says.
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manufacturing

Running with

the bull
Powerful, beautiful, unmistakable.
Lamborghinis look and perform the
way a sports car should, thanks in
part to Atlas Copco tools and service.

TexT jean-paul small PhoTos atlas copco & simon Hamelius

The charging golden bull on a black shield is an
easily recognizable symbol for any automobile lover. It is, of
course, the logo for Italian super sports car manufacturer
Lamborghini.
At the Lamborghini plant in Sant’Agata Bolognese, Italy, the
company’s flagship, the Aventador, is assembled almost entirely
by hand. Three years ago when Lamborghini began searching
for a tooling partner, one of its major criteria was that the tightening tools provide tracking information.
“We use Atlas Copco electric screwdrivers and torque
wrenches for all safety applications,” says Lamborghini Production Manager Andrea Constantini, “in order to get traceability and data on those applications.”
Atlas Copco also provides services, including periodic calibration and maintenance, but it was the tools’ statistical process
control, which ensures that the assembly process is being followed, that really sealed the deal. It’s truly a match made in
car-building heaven.

high Flow air filters.

lamborghini employees receive on-the-job training in
order to use atlas copco tools properly.
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Cost: SEK 2.7 million (EUR 306 000)

Human-Machine Interface
center console.

700 horsepower V-12 mid engine.
0-100 km/h in 2.9 seconds.
Top speed of 350 km/h.

Chrome rims with
335/30/R18 tires
on the rear.

4.78 meters long, 2.26 meters wide
and 1.136 meters high.

Scissor doors open up.
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A consortium of four companies is working on what
is called the Third Set of
Locks Project, which will
double the capacity of the
Panama Canal by 2014.
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